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1.  Do voi-n appear in the Treaty of Rore, vhich establishes the Europdan
Connity?
Inomen as such are not mentioned in  the Treaty of  Rome but nomen at  work
are discussed in arLicle 119. which states that:
'rEach Member State shal,l during the first  stage ensure and subsequent-
ly  maintain  the  application  of  the  principle  that  men and rdomen
should receive equal pay for  equal work.
"For  the  purpose of  this  Article,  'paytmeans the ordinary  basic or
minimum wage or  salary  and any other  consideration,  whether in  cash
or  in  kind,  which the  worker receives,  directly  or  indirectly,  in
respect of his  enployment from his  employer.
'rEqual pay without  discrimination  based on sex means:
(a)  That pay for  the same work at  piece rates  shalL be calculated on
the basis of  the same unit  of  measurement;
(b)  that  pay for  work at  time rates  shall  be the  same for  the  same
job. "
It  should be pointed out  that  this  article  rilas included in  the Treaty of
Rome not  for  egalitarian  but  for  economic reasons: ir  lras  intended to
ensure that  free  competition in  the  industries  of  rhe Member States nas
not  disCorted by the  employnent of  women at  lower rates  than men for  the
same work.
2.  Ilhat does the Gonrnity  do for  roten?
European Conrnunity  action  on  behalf  of  lromen is  taken  on  tno  1evels:
legislative  and financial.
Since the Community is  essentially  an economic organization,  it  has concen-
Erated on the  position  of  rdomen in  employment in  the  broad sense of  the
term.  Now, however, its  horizons  are  broadening and it  is  concerning
itself  with  other aspects of womenrs social  and political  life.-2-
3.  hich  EEG bodies bave a speciel concern for  scenrs  issuer?
Within  the  Comunity,  the  bodies and departments that  deal with  matters
of  concern to women are:
(1)  the Gnisgion  of  the European Gonrnities  and, more specif ically,
the  Directorate-General  for  Enployment, Social  Affairs
and Education:
Bureau for  questions concerning enploynent  and equal treatment
for women;
Social security division;
European Social Fund (operations  concerning categories
of persons ) ;
Education, vocational training and youth policy division.
the  Directorate-General for Information:
Inforrnation for  women's organizations and press.
(2)  European Perlinent  and, within  Parliament,
the committee of  inquiry  on the situation  of women in
Europe.
(3)  CEDEFOP -  the European Centre for  the Development of vocational
Training.
Addresses:
(1)  200 Rue de la  Loi,  1049 Brussels
(2)  Robert Schuman Building,  Plateau du Kirchberg, Luxenbourg
(3)  Bundesallee 22, 100 Berlin  154,
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Ihy  end hor did  the Gonrnity stert  to  pay special attention to
solen?
rhe 1960s the Connission published regular reports on the difficulties
putting Article  119 of the Treaty of Rome into practice.
In the early 1970s, a study on the employment of  women and the probl,ems
encountered in  the EEC Member States was followed up by national surveys
on the position of women in paid emplolment.
These investigations,  together with  the  labour shortage due to  the econo-
mic growth of  the time,  highlighted  the  need for  EEC-level action  in  the
field  of women's employment.
After the Paris su"-it  meeting in  October L972, the Commission presented
a Socal Action Programme to the Council of Ministers in which the follow-
ing ains were proposed:
"to  bring  about a situation  in  which equality  between men and wooen
obtains in  the  labour market throughout the  Community,  thqough the
improvement  of  economic and  psychological  conditions  and  the
social  and educational infrastructure.rl
On 21 January 1974, the CounciL adopted a Resolution expressing the poli-
tical  resolve to  adopt the necessary measures to  achieve this  aim, in
parEicular:
rrto undertake action  for  the  purpose of  achieving equality  between
men and women as regards access to  employment and vocational train-
iog  and advancement, and as  regards working conditions,  including
pay rrr and
rrto ensure that  the  fanily  responsibilities  of  all  concerned may be
reconciLed  with  their  job aspirations.rl
To  implement this  aim,  on 23 February I975 the  Cogrmission forwarded a
Communication  to  the  Council on the  "Equality  of  Treatment between Uen
and Women Workers (access to  euployment, vocational  training  and promo-
tion,  and as  regards working conditions)t.  This  Memorandun wes in  some
respects a  community  programme for  working nomen, formulating  guidelines
for  action at  national  and European levels.
The Conmission has been supported and encouraged in  its  efforts  by
vtomen's movements and pressure groups, which have made a  substantial
contribution to  the  development and expansion of  activities  in  this
fie ld .
In
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5. Ihat European legislation exists on equality betseen ren ead zoreln?
As proposed by the Commission, the Council of  Ministers adopted three
directives designed to  promote equality between men and women in  the
following fields:
Pay on 10 February 1975, Directive 75/Il7 "on the approximation
of the laws of Member States relating to the application of
the principle of equal pay tor men and women'r;
Ernployment
alq
gelsrgs
Socia 1
999sll!v
On 29 April  1983, the Comurission sent the Council of  Ministers a drafE
directive on the principle of equal treatment for men and women in supple-
mentary and occupational social security  schemes.
6. llhat is  a rtdirectiven?
A directive  is  a  binding  Courmunity legal  instrument adopted unanimously
by  the  Council of  Ministers.  It  states  one or  more specific  objectives
which the  Member States are to  implement within  a given period.  Unlike  a
rfregulationrr, which has the  immediate force  of  law,  a  directive  leaves
each Member State the choice of  the most suitable  form and method within
its  own legal  sysEem -  laws,  regulations,  circulars,  decrees, order$,
etc.  -  of  bringing  irs  national  legislation  into  line  with  the  Community
1aw created by the directive  by the specified  date.
on 9 February 1976, Directive 76/207 "on the implementation
of  the principle of  equal treatment for  men and women as
regards access to employment,  vocational training and promo-
tion,  and working conditionsr';
on 19 December I978, Direct.ive 79/8 "on the progressive
implementation  of  the principle of  equal treatment for  men
and women in matters of social securityrr.-5-
ftat  heppens if  a f,erber Stete fails  to caply rith  a directive?
In  its  role  as the rrcustodiarl of  the Treatyrrand Community law, the
Conmission has the right  to  take infringement proceedings against Member
States failing  to incorporate EEC directives into their national law.
In practice, infringenent proceedings usually take this course:
(1) the  Cornrnission  departnents note or  consider that  there has been an
infringement: for  example, they nay feel  that  a Member State has not
publicized  the  measures it  has adopted or  that  the  measures taken
are inadequate; alternativeLy,  a complaint may have been lodged with
the Comrission (see question 9);
(2)  the Coumission writes a letter  reninding the Member State in  ques-
tion  of  its  obligations and asking for  its  observations within  a
given period (nornally two months);
(3)  if  the Member Srate does not reply  or  if  its  reply is  unsatis-
factory, the Commission sends 6 rrrsasored opinion", not asking for
further  comment but  calling  upon the  Government to  take  the
necessary steps within a given period, its  duration depending on the
nature of those steps;
(4)  if  the Menber State does not comply wth the rrreasoned opinion" or  if
the steps it  takes are inadequate, the Commission refers  the matter
to  the  Court,  which gives  its  judgenent on the  case and may find
against the Member State.
8. lho can go to the European Gourt of Justice?
Individuals  do no!  have direcE  aceess to  the  Court of  Justice  of  the
European Communities;  cases may be referred  only by the Conmission under
infringemenE proceedings,  or by national  courts.
A woman who wants to press for her rights under European legislation must
first  make her claim before the appropriate legal authorities in her own
country. A national court night refer a case to  the Court of Justice if
it  needs an interpretation of  Comunity law -  f or  example if  EEC and
national law are in  conflict  or if  the precise iurplications of Comunity
legislation  are unclear (ttre Courtrs jurisdiction  emponers it  to  issue
preliminary rulings -  see article  L77 of  the Treaty of  Rome establishing
the European Economic Comrunity).
(2)9.
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flhat cln an indiyidual do if  he or  she feels thrt  EEC lan ie  not
being enforced?
A11 that an individual or corporate body needs to do is  to write a letter
to  the Commission compLaining  about any act or  measure that  is  seen as
contrary to the provisions of the Treaty of Community  law.
The complaint is  considered by the appropriate departments within  the
Co'r'mission, which decide whether it  should be listed  in  the register of
grievances. If  so, the Conmission may bring the case or  first  collect
additionaL information from the Member State concerned.
Eor does directive 75ll.l7 define the principle of equtl Pty?
The principle inplies the elirnination of all  discrinination on grounds of
sex with regard to  alL aspects and conditions of  remuneration for  the
seme rrork or for work t.o which equal velue is attributed.
In  particular,  when a job cLessification system is  used in  determining
pay, the same criteria  must be appLied to male and female workers and it
must be drawn up in  such a lray as to  eliminate any discrinination on
grounds of sex.
11.  Bhat obligetione did  directive  75lll7  place oE rerbsa Stetcs?
Ard hor  long rere  they given to  emply rith  those obligatione?
10.
By L2 February I976, al-1 Member States were under
abolish all  discrinination between men'8 and womenrs
their laws, regulations and administrative provisions.
an
Pay
obligation  to
arising  from
They also  had  to  take  the  necessary measures to  ensure  that  any
discrimination  enbodied in  collective  agreements, lrage  scales,  rdage
agreements or  individual  contracts  of  employment were declared nul1  and
void or  amended.-7  -
L2.  Hhat steps sere telen by the xenber Stateri to apply article ll9  and
Directive 75lll7?
The main meesures introduced by  each Member Stete  to  enforce the
principle of equal pay were as follows:
Belgiun  Collective Labour Agreement n" 25, 15.10.1975;
secEion 128, Law of 4.8.1978;.,
and Royal Decree of 10.9.1981'.
Dermark  Law of 4.2.Lg762.
France Law of  22.L2.Ig72; Decree of 2.5.Ig7? l;  Lrr of 13.7.1983
Germany  Section 3 of the Basic Law of  23.5.L949
and Law of l3.8.1980r
Ireland  Anti-Discrimination (Pay) lct  L974, amended by the
Enploynent Equality Act of 1.5.L977
Italy  Section 37 of the Constitution  and Law of 9. L2.L977.
Luxembgurg  Grand-Duchy Regutaton of 10.7.7974 and Law of  20.5.1983r.
Netherlands  Law of  20.3.1975 and Law of 2.7.19801.
United Kingdon The Equal Pay Act of 1970, amended by the Sex
Discrimination Act of  L2.LI.Lg75, and a recent Orderl.
13.  f,or are rorters inforred of their riglte  in the field  of equal pay?
To conply with  the directive,  Member States must ensure that  measures
designed to  achieve equal pay are brought to the attention of  employees
by all  appropriate means, for example at their  place of enploymenE.
In Belgium, the text of Collective Agreement no  25 must be aEtached to
employersr internal work regulations; a brochure explaining the Agreement
has been sent to all  management boards in the country.
I  Fo, the outcome of infringement proceedings, see Question 15.
2  Pro"eedings  now being taken: see Question 15.-8-
In  Detmark, the Equal Treatment Council has given wide distribution  to  an
infornation  bookLet.
In  France, the  law of  22.12.1972 nust be displayed at  places of  work and
recruitment.
In  Germany, the  text  of  the  Directive  has been forwarded to  employers'
and employees I associations.
In  lreland,  the law has been widely publicized  in  the nedia and explana-
tory  booklets have been distributed  to  employees.
In  ltaly,  the  law has been brought to  the  notice  of  employees at  works
and union meetings.
In  Luxembourg, the  law has been publicized  through the  trade  union  and
woment s press.
In  the  Netherlands, a  leaflet  has  been widely  distributed;  it  has  a
detachable section which women can use in  subnitting  a complaint.
In  the United Kingdour, the Government  has conducted an intensive adver:tis-
ing  campaign to  remind employers of  their  obligations.  A guide to  the  law
and  explanatory booklets  have  been distributed  and are  available  at
employment offices.
14.  Ilhat are the rig[ta  of  people nho feel  they hrve auffered frn
diacrirination  in rrtters  of pay?
To conply with the directive,  Member States must guarantee alL workers
who feel  they are the vieEims of discrimination the right  of  recourse in
the courts and must protect them against disrnissal by their  employers  as
a result of complaints made within the company or in courts of justice.
Although procedures differ  from one country to  another, industrial
tribunals are usually the authorities empowered to enforce the princ.iple
of  equal pay after  every attempt has been made to  settle  the rnatter by
nediation or conciliation.-9-
15.  Eave infringerent  proceedings been taten  by the  conisaion  of  the
European Cmrnitiee  to  enforce Directive  75ll-l7?  Ehat judgenente
has the Gourt of  Justice delivered on these proceedings?
In  the light  of  a report  to  the Council in  January lg7gl,  lhe  Commission
embarked on  legal  action  on  seven cases. Four countries  amended their
legislation  while  the  cases were under way: Belgium, France, Germany and
the  Netherlands. Two countries  appeared before  the  Court  of  Justice:
Luxembourg and the  United  Kingdon. Proceedings are  under nay  against
Denmark.
The following  is  a  sumnary of  the  infringements  noted and the outcome of
proceedings.
Belgium. Discrinination  continued in  certain  'thousehold allowances",
particularLy  in  the  civil  service.  A  letter  of  formal
notice nas sent to  Belgiun on 30 ilarch Ig7g, followed by a  rrreasoned
opinion'r on 19 May 1980. The rnatter nas brought before the Court of
Justice on 16 March 1981 but was deleted fron the Court register of cases
on 25 November 1981 when the Comnission withdrew the case: on 10 Sep-
Eember 1981, a  Royal Decree had been passed in  Belgiun ending all
discrirnination on the grounds of sex in the granting of this allowance.
Denmark. Danish law does not  include  the  concept of  "work of  egual
value"  and  does  not  nullify  discriurinatory  clauses  in
labour agreements. A letter  of notice was sent on 30 ltarch 1g7g ,  followed
by a reasoned opinion on 25 October 1982. The case lfas referred to  the
Court of Justice on 18 July 1983.
France.  Certain supplementary pay benefits were given Eo employees
considered to be "heads of  familiesrt in a few companies in
the para-public sector.
A letter  of  noEice was forwarded on 3 April  L979. France passed a decree
on 2.5.1979 ending the measure that had included the assumption that  a
"head of fanily"  could only be a married man.
Germany. Article  3 of  the Constitution  was so loosely worded that  it
did  not  guarantee the application  of  the principle  of  equal
pay. A letter  of  notice  was sent on 3 April  L979. A law was enacted on
13.8.1980 to  remedy the situation  but only insofar  as workers governed by
private  law are  concerned. Fresh proceedings are  being brought on  the
grounds that  this  measure covers only  civil  servants in  the strict  sense
of  the  term and is  not  in  lin  with  Directive  76/207 on equal treatment
(see question 25).
NeEherlands. The law of  30 March L975 on equal pay excluded public
sector enployees frorn its  field  of application. A letter  of
notice was sent on 3 April  1979, followed by a reasoned opinion on 19 May
1980. A law was brought in on 2 July 1980 anending Dutch law and bringing
it  in line with Direcrive 75/IL7.
available fron  the Commission of  the European Communities,
200, rue de la  Loi,  1049 Brussels.
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Luxembourg. Discrinination continued in  the granting of  "head of  the
fanilytr allowances in the civiL  service and in certain col-
lective  labour agreements in  the private sector (banking and insurance,
etc.).  A letter  of notice as sent on 3 ApriL L979, followed by a reasoned
opinion on 19 May 1980.
The natter was ref erred to  the Court of  Justice on 16 l'tarch 1981, which
delivered a  judgnent on 9  June 1982 stating  that,  in  allowing this
provision to  continue,  Luxembourg had faiLed to  comply with  its  obli-
gations under the EEC TreatY.
A law was enacted on 20 l{ay 1983 al.tering the conditions for  the granting
of  the ',head of  the family" allowance along the lines  l-aid down by the
Directive.
United Kingdom. The Equal Pay Act gave a restrictive  interpretation of  the
concept of  t'work of  equal valuerr. A letter  of  notice was
sent on 3 April  Ig7g, followed by a reasoned opinion on 19 May 1980. The
case lras referred to the Court of Justice on 18 March 1981, and on 6 July
Ig82 it  issued a judgment stating that the United Kingdon had failed  to
comply with its  obligations under the Treaty of Rome.
r6. lhet  judgrente has the Gourt of  Justice delivered on the issue of
equal pay?
Nine cases have already been referred to  the Court of  Justice of  the
European GomuniEies by national courts for  an interpreEation of Article
119 of the Treaty and Directive 751 ll7 .
Three judgments have been delivered as a result of proceedings brought by
a Belgian air hostess, Gabrielle Defrenne.
In  case 80/70, certain questions were raised. Does a retirement pension
constitute a benefit paid I'indirectlyl  to the employee? Is  the fixing  of
different ege liurits  for  retirenent for  air  stewards and stewardesses  an
infringement of Article  119? And do air  stewards and air  hostesses do Ehe
same work? On 25.5.L97I, the Court replied to the first  question in  the
negative, so thst the other tlto questions did not arise.
It  should be pointed out that  discrinination  in  social security matEers
is  non covered by Directive 79/7, while discrimination regarding age
lisrits  (working conditions) is  now covered by Directive 761207.
Cgd,e 1t175 raised the problem of the direct applicability of Article  119:
can employees use this  ArEicle as grounds for  judicial  proceedings or  do
they have to  refer  to  their  national  legislation  ensuing from the
Article? The Court held that Article  f19 is  directly  applicable to cases
of direct and open discrinination (while indirect and concealed discr:ini-
nation is  a matter that should be dealt wittr by national law). Neverthe-
less, this direct effect of Article  119 nay not be used as grounds for  a
case -  for  example, in attenpting to obtain back pay -  brought before the
date of the Court judgnent, 8 April  L976.-  ll -
Geae L49177 again raised the issue of whether'ArticLe 119 is  applicable
to  working conditions having a financial effect,  in  particular e ctause
stating that wonents contracts of  enployment ere automatical.ly terminated
at the age of.40, but not menrs. In its  judgnent delivered on 15.6.L978,
the Court stated its  view that Article  119 is  strictly  linited  to discri-
mination in matters of pay and that the question ic  covered by Directive
75/207, which did not exist at the tine the facts occurred
A  fourth c!!e,  129179, came before the Court as a  result  of  a  case
brought by a Britigh  enployee, I{endy Snith, who was receiving lower pay
than the man whose job as stockroom manager she had taken over in a phar-
maceutical wholesaling firn.  The issue at  stake was whether Article  119
and Directive 75/IL7 apply to  the same work done at  different  periods;
the Court judged that they do in fact apply.
Case 69/80 concerned two British  employees, Duran Worringham and Margaret
Ilumphreys. The problem was whether contributions paid by an employer to a
retirement benefits scheme and the benefits provided constituted  "payt'
within  the meaning of  Article  1f9  and Directive 75/Ll7 and, if  not,
whether Directive 761207 was applicable. The Court replied that contribu-
tions  paid by the  employer in  the name of  employees to  a  retirement
benefits scheme by means of  an addition to  the gross salary constitutes
"pay" within the meaning of Article  119.
Gese 96/8O raised the following issue: does the
justify  a lower hourly rate of pay than for  the
time basis? The court replied that a difference
workers and part-time workers does not amount
bited by Article  119 unless it  is  merely a way
pay to  part-time workers on Ehe grounds that
composed exclusively or predominately of women.
In  cage l-2l8l-, the legality  of  an employer (in
granting reduced fares for  the fanilies  of male
after  retirement was challenged on the grounds
conpatible with erticLe 119, Directive 75/LL7 ot
In  a judgnent given on 9 February L982, the Court ruled that  in  this
particular caae, under article  119, the practice was in  fact discrinina-
tory.
Gese 19/81 related to a rnnn who contended that he was being discrininated
against by his  employer (again, British Rail) because it  allowed women to
qualify  for  a voluntary redundancy scheme when they reached 55 whereae
men had to wait until  they were 50. The Court was asked whether a benefit
of  this  kind is  covered by Article  LL9, Directive 75/1L7 or  Directive
76/207.
In  a judgnent given on t6  February L982, the Court first  said that the
problem of  interpretation did not concern the original  benefit as such
(and, as a result,  did not come under article  119 or Directive 75/LL7);
fact of working part-tiure
same work done on a full-
in  pay between full-tine
to  discrinination  prohi-
of  deliberatel-y reducing
that  group of workers is
this  case, British  Rail)
but not female employees
that the benefit was not
Directive 76/207.-t2-
this  was a question of  whether discrinination  existed in  the conditions
governing eccess to  the voluntary redundancy scheme. Stating that  the
principle of  equal treatment set out in article  5 of Directive 761207 of
9 February L976 did in  fact  apply to  the conditions of access to  such a
scheme, the Court pointed out that  article  7 of  Directive 79/7 of  19
December 1978 on the  imptementation of  that  principLe in  matters of
social security allowed Member States to exclude decisions on pensionable
age from its  scope. Under British  law, that age is  60 for  women and 65
for  men. The Court reasone.d that  the offer  of  access to  a  voluntary
redundancy  scheme in  the five  years leading up to  that retirement age,
even if  it  is  not  the  same for  men and ltomen, does not  amount to
discrimination on the grounds of  sex within the meaning of  article  5 of
Direcrive 761207 of 9 February 1976.
A case subnitted by the Dutch courts is  pending before the Court. In crse
23183, the following question rras asked: does the  term rrremuneration[
also include the I'compensationrt that  public sector employers, pay over
and above the maximum contribution towards a retirement scheme Eo the tax
authoriEy, in  view of  the fact  that  this  compensation is  given only to
the husband where both husband and wife are civil  servants.
L7.  Ehat  are  the  fields  covered by  the  rtsecondn directive  (equal
treatnent in  e-ploylent)?
Directive 76/207 covers the  implementation of  the principle  of  equal
treatment for men and women as regards:
access to  employment: there  must be
posts,  whatever the  sector  or  branch
para-public  or  private  sectors,
agr icu lture I
promotion: there must be equal opportunities
levels of the occupational hierarchy;
access to  vocational  training;  there  must be
types  and  levels  of  vocational  guidance,
advanced vocational training  and retraining;
equal access to  all  jobs  or
of  activity  -  i.e.  the public,
independent  occupations  and
for  promotion to  all
equal access to  all
vocational  training,
working conditions: the principle of  equal treaEment must apply Eo
al-l  conditions, to  include disnissal,  all  forms of  leave and
holiday, working hours and various employment-linked  benefits.
18.  Eov does directive 761207 define the principle of equal treatunt?
The principle  of  equal treatment means that  Ehere shall  be no discrimi-
tion  on grounds of  sex in  any of  the fields  listed  above, either  directly
or  indirectLy,  for  example by reference to marital  or fanily  status.-13-
19.  Ifhat  obligations  doee Directive  761207 place on llerber  States? And
hor long are they given to conply?
To  achieve  the  objectives  of  Directive  76/ 207,  Member States  rdere
required to  take every step to  achieve the following  by 12.8.1978:
(a)  abolish any laws, regulaEions  and administrative  provisions contrary
to  the principles  of  equal treatment;
(b)  declare  that  any  provisions  contrary  to  the  principle  of  equal
treatment  that  are  included  in  collective  agreements, individual
contracts  of  employment, internal  rules  of  undertakings or  rules
governing independent occupations and professions are nu11 and void;
(c)  revise  laws,  regulat.ions and administrative  provisions  contrary  to
the  principle  of  equal treatment when the  concern for  protection
which  originally  inspired  them  is  no  longer  well  founded;  a
preliminary  examination  of  those measures should be carried  out  by
12 .2 .1980;
(d)  enable any  persons considering  themselves wronged to  make their
claims in  the courts.
20.  Ilhet exceptions does Directive  76.207 allos?
The Directive  a1lows three  types  of  departures from the  principle  of
equal treatment:
Member States may exclude occupational  activities  for  which the  sex
of  the worker is  a determining factor  by their  nature or context (as
in  the case of  the acting or modelling professions);
provisions  concerning  the  protection  of  women, particularly  as
regards pregnancy and maternity;
measures to  promote equal opportunity  for  men and women, in  parti-
cular  by removing inequalities  which affect  rdoments opporEunities in
employment (positive  discrimination).
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2L.  Ihet  ateps have the rierber States taten to apply Directive  761207?
The Mernber States have taken the following  steps in  order to  comply with
Directive  76/ 207:
Be lgiuq
Dermark
France
Title  V of the Law of 4.8.1978
Laws 161, I52 and 163 of  I2.4.L978
taw 751625 of 11.7.f975
Lan 82/380 of. 7.5.Lg821
Decree 82/886 ot f5.10 .Ig82I
Law 83/635 of 13.7.1983
Germany  Law of f3.8.1980
Greece A bill  is being drafted
Employment Equality Act of 1.6.1977, amended by the
European Communities  (Employnent  Equalirl) Reeulations
1982, which came into force on 30 .9.1982'
Law 903 of 9.12.L977
Ireland
Ire-lr
Luxgurlggrg  Law of 8.12.19811
Netherlands  Laws of 1.3.1980 and 2.7.1980
Ugited Kingdon  Sex Discrinination Act of L2.II.L975
Northern Ireland  Decree of 2.7.L976
22.  Eor are rorters  inforred  of  their  rig[te  under this  Directive?
In  the  case of  the  first  directive,  Member Stat.es had  to  take  the
necessary steps to  inform workers, for  example at  their  place of  work.
Except for  French legislation,  national  laws do not have specific  clauses
on  the  provision  of  information.  In  France, under the  law an  enployer
must report  to  the work force  each year on progress with  the  comparati.ve
status  of  men and rromen in  the  company. In  Belgium, Denmark, Ireland,
Italy,  the Netherlands and the United Kingdon the  new measures have been
widely publicizea (by circulars,  booklets and posters).
I  ,o.  the outcome of infringement proceedings, see question 25.-  t5 -
23.  Phat are the rig[ts  of  those rto  feel
discrinination in acceaa to enplo5rnent
their rorting conditions?
they have been thc victirs  of
or vocational treining end in
The rights  of  the victins  of  discrimination  and the paths open to  them
are Ehe same as in the field  of pay -  see the reply to question  14.
24. Eas the Gmission anrlysed reaaurea iryleraa31ot the directive in
the nine llelber States?
In  December 1979, the  Commission  forwarded a  detailed  questionnaire  on
the  application  of  the  directive  to  Governments, women's employment
committees and working groups and the two sides of  industry.  Based on the
replies  furnished  late  in  1980 and early  in  1981, it  drew up a  report
which ltas then approved by the  Commission on 15.I2.1980. The report  lras
then  approved by  the  Council- in  July  1981 and  can  be  obtained  on
I requesf.
The report  shows that  while  there  had been remarkable progress in  the
legal  recognition  of  the  principle  of  equal treatment for  men and women,
at  every level  in  the  Member States,  there  is  still  nuch to  be done in
translating  the  principle  into  pracEice.  The position  of  rdomen in  the
world  of  work has not  greatly  improved, mainly because of  the  economic
crisis.
The  report  outlines  the  progress  made by  Member States  with  their
legislation,  bu! it  also points  out the shortcomings.
The Commission concludes the report  by
have not yet  applied the Directive  in
steps.
a proposal that
full  be urged to
Member States that
take the necessary
this  directive in
State has tackled
A review of  the  steps  taken by  governments to  apply
t.heir  own national  legislations  shows that  no Member
this  task in  an altogether  comprehensive anner.
In  formulating a conclusion on the practical  application  of  the principle
set out in  the Directive,  the Co-rnission intends:
(1)  Lo request employersr and employeest organizations to  meeE at  Euro-
pean level  to  seek ways and means of  elininating  indirect  indiscri-
mination and to reach a joint  definition  of  equality  progranmes; and
to  continue with  and extend the positive  action  already being taken
under the  Social  Fund and the policy  on education and information,
defining  new fields  of  action  in  cLose cooperation with  the national
agencies responsible for  promoting equal opporEunities.
Write to  Bureau for
200 Rue de la Loi,
Questions affecting  Wonenf s Employment,
1040 Brussels.
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25.  f,ave infringerent  proceedinge been brought to  enforce Directive
761207?
The Cornmission has brought cases against the following  countries:
Belgium  The law on equal access to vocation_al  guidance and train-
ing had not been brought into  effect.  Only women public
sector employees, not men, lrere entiEled to  paid leave to
look after  children.  A letter  of  notice lras sent on 30
July  1980, foLlowed by a reasoned opinion on 8 May 1981.
Discriurination in  parental leave was ended by a Royal
Decree in  July  1981.
With regard to  the law on equal access to vocational
training  and guidance, the Conmission introduced an
account before the Court of  Justice on I  June 1982. The
Courmission withdraw its  action after  Belgiun passed  a
Royal Decree on 19 June 1983 giving  equal treatment in
access to vocational training  imparted in  schools.
Dermark The law does not provide for  equal treatment in  access to
vocational training  and in working conditions unless
employees work in  Ehe same place of  employment; in  certain
cases the Law is  even interpreted  as applying only to
workers doing the same work.
A letter  of  notice nas sent on 30 July  1980. A reasoned
opinion followed on 15 April  1982.
The Conrmission decided to  refer  the matter to  the Court of
Justice on 25 Mav 1983.
Equal access to  employnent in  the public  sector was sub-
ject  to restrictions  not allowed by the Directive.
A letter  of  notice was sent on 30 July  1980 and a reasoned
opinion on 12 l{ay 1981. France felt  that  it  had eliminated
the discrimination  by passing Lalr 82/380 and Decree 821886
with an annex listing  the civil  service bodies for  which
men and women could be recruited  separately.
The Commission considered that  the Decree did not comply
with  the directive  and sent a further  leEter of  notice
on 22 August 1983.
France failed  to  adopt general measures guaranteeing equal
treatment in  aLl the fields  specified by the directive.
A letter  of  norice hras sent on 24 August 1982, Law 83/635
was enacted on 13 July  1983. As soon as the Commission  has
been officially  notified  of  the law, it  will  consider
whether it  conplies with  directive  76/ 207 .
FranceGermany
Ireland
Ita ly
Luxembourg
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The laws do not cover equal treatment for  independent
occupations and professions or equality in vocational
training in the school; they do not specify the excluded
occupations; and they provide for leave for the care of
a child only in the case of women employees.
A reasoned opinion was sent on 29 Ocfober 1982.
The Conmission has decided to refer the matter to the
Court of Justice.
The exceptions  allowed by law were broader than authorized
by the Directive,  and not all  persons had the right  of
recourse. A letter  of  notice dated 29 JuIy 1980 was fol-
lowed by a reasoned opinion on 9 October f981.
The case was withdrawn on 26 April  1983, since Ireland
had amended the Emplo5ment Equality Act by the rrEuropean
Communit ies  Regulat ionsrr .
A second infringement arises  fron  exceptions made in
treatment in matters of  recruitment to public  sector
emplolment (the prison service,  police),  to work in
private  residences and to  employment by close relatives.
A formal notice rdas sent on 8 March 1983.
The law provides for  equal treatment only under certain
working conditions,  and the conditions governing adoption
leave for  men and women employees differ.
A letter  of  notice was sent on 30 July  1980, followed by a
reasoned opinion on 4 May 1981. A case was brought before
the Court of  Justice by the Commission on 1 June 1982, and
the Court found in  favour of  Italian  law.
It  seems that  Italian  woments associations view Law 79 of
25.3.1983  on "recruitment by namerr as an infringenent  of
the directive.
No legal measures had been introduced to  comply with  the
Directive.  A letter  of  notice was sent on 19 July  1979,
foLlowed by a reasoned opinion on 28 March 1980. The
decision to refer  the matter to  the Court of  Justice ltas
reached on 15 July  1981.
The enacting of  a law on 8.12.1981 brought the infringe-
ment procedure to  an end.
A review of  the law by g5s gemmission revealed that  it
is  not clear as to  the persons to which it  applies and
also that  it  does not clearly  define working conditions.
Its section 2 also contains certain restrictions on
access to  employment that  are contrary to  the directive.
A letter  of  notice nas forwarded  on 5 July  f983.- 
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Netherlands  The laws enacted oa 2.7.f980 and 1.3.1980 authorize public
and private sector employers to depart from the principle
of equal treatment under a general cLause on recruitment,
which conflicts with the directive. Men are also excluded
from access to jobs in fanily help departments.
A reasoned opinion was forwarded  on 20 May 1983
United Kingdon The Sex Discrimination Act I975 does not nullify  clauses
in collective contracts of employnent that conflict with
the directive, nor does it  amend any provisions that do
not uphold the principle of equal treatment in collective
bargaining, companiesr internal regulations and the
statutes of independent professions. It  allows exceptions
in snall firms (ernploying  fewer than five)  and jobs in
private households. It  lays down special rules conflicting
with that principle in the case of men wishing to train
for or practise the profession of nidwife. This also
applies to the Sex Discrimination  (Northern Ireland) Order
1975.
The Court of Justice ruled in favour of the Commission,
except for the matter of midwives, in November 1983.
Section 7 Q)  (b),  (c) and (d) of the Sex Discrimination
Act 1975 and certain measures in the Sex Discrimination
(N.I.)  Order 1976 allow exceptions to the principle of
equal treatment that are not covered by the directive (for
example, in matters of personal care). British  law also
allows an exception in the matter of  courses orgenized by
physical education institutions.
A letter  of notice was sent on I July L982.
26.  Ithet  fields  tre  covered  by  the  nthird  directive'llf
Directive 79/7 applies the principle of  equal treatment, as defined 
'; directive 79/207 [see question 18], to  social security in  the following
fie lds:
statutory  schemes which provide  protection  against  sickness,  dis-
ability,  old  ag€,  accidents  at  work,  occupational  diseases  and
unemployment;
social  security  assistance intended to  supplement or  replace  these
schemes.
IE  does not apply to  survivors t  benefits  or  fanily  benefits  (except those
granted by  way of  increases or  benefits  due in  respect  of  the  above
risks),  or to maternity benefits.-t9-
27.  Ilhat  obligetions  does Directive  7917 gLace upon llerber  States? And
hov loag doee it  give then to  corply?
By 19 December 1984, Member Stategmust abolish all  the  laws, regulations
and  administrative  provisions  contrary  to  the  principle  of  equal
treatment regarding:
the  scope of  the  schemes and the  conditions  of  access Eo those
schemes;
Ehe ob1-igation to contribute  and the calculation  of  contributions;
the  calculation  of  benefits,  including  increases in  respect  of  a
spouse and dependents, and the duration  and retention  of  entitlement
to benefits,
They must also  ensure that  any people considering themselves discrinina-
Led againsE in  maEters of  egual treatment can pursue their  claims in  Ehe
courts.
28.  Ifhat erceptions doeg Directive  7917 allov?
Member States  are  allowed  to  exclude the  following  from the  scoPe of
measures required by Directive  79/7:
the  determination of  pensionable age for  the  purposes of  granting
old age and retirement pensions;
advantages in  respect of  old  age pension schemes granted to  people
who  have  brought  up  children  and  the  acquisition  of  benefit
entitlements  following  periods when employment has been interrupted
because of  bringing uP children;
the granting of  o1d age or  invalidity  benefit  entitlements by virtue
of  Lhe wifers  entitlements (the "widowerrs pension");
increase in  long-term invalidity,  old  aBe, indusErial  accident  and
occupational disease benefits  for  a dependent wife.
29.  Eas  the  Gniesion  reviered  progrero  rith  irplenentation  of  the
Directive?
On 5  January 1984, the  Commission forwarded an  interim  report  to  the
Council on the  implementation of  the  New CommuniEy Action  Programme on
equal  opportunities  for  women (see  questions  40  to  48).  This  rePort
includes an analysis  of  indirect  forms of  discrinination  and exceptions
not covered by the third  directive.
The Comnission has also  been considering cases of  possible backsliding by
Member States by comparison with  their  position  at  the  time of  adopting
the  direcEive.  For  example, on 5  July  1983, the  Conmission  decided to
send Belgiun a  letter  of  formal notice  in  the  light  of  a complaint nade
by the !{oments Liaison Committee.-20-
It  felt  that  the Royal Decree of  24 December 1980 in  Belgiun amounted to
even more marked indirect  discrimination  against  co-habiting  nomen than
under previous measures, in  that  it  introduced the  concept of  a  ttco-
habiting  partyrr when deternining the amount of  unemployment  benefits.
A  grievance was also  made known to  the  Commission on  a  nerr social
security  scheme in  the NeEherlands: since the  law of  I  January 1983 was
brought io,  the criterion  of  ttperson supporting the  faurilyrr has replaced
the  former criterion  of  the head of  the fanily,  something that  is  seen as
an indirect  discrimination  against married women.
30.  llhat is  the Europeen Social Fund?
The European Social  Fund is  the  financial  instrument used by  the  Com-
munity to put its  employment policy  into  practice.
It  was set  up by Article  I23  of. the Treaty of  Rome 'rin  order  to  improve
employment opportunities  for  workers in  the  Common Market'r, with  the  task
of  "rendering  the  employment of  workers easier  and of  increasing  Eheir
geographical and occupational  mobility  within  the Community'r.
To this  end, the Fund gives financial  aid  to  vocational  training  opera-
tions  organized by private  bodies or  public  authorities,  presenEed by the
Member State Governments.
Both men and lvomen obviously have access to  all  its  operations,  whether
they are desilned to  help people leaving the land,  the unemployed or  those
at  risk  of  unempl-oyment,  the under-employed, people who work in  economic
sectors adversely affected  by technological progress or  the under-25s  who
are seeking work or who have never been employed.
Between 1978 and 1983, the ESF allocated  a specific  budget to  vocaEional
training  schemes for  lsomen under 25 becoming redundant and women hoping
to  return  to  work after  bringing up their  children.  Priority  was given to
schemes providing training  for  the type of  employment in  which women have
traditionally  been  under-represented  and  for  sectors  in  which  neld
technology is  being introduced.
Policy  has  now been significantly  revised.  In  view  of  the  changing
economic situation,  in  a decision  issued on 17 October 1983 the  Council
stated that  Ehe Fund should become a more active  instrument in  supporE of
employment policy  and that  the range of  beneficiaries  should be broader.
In  this  spirit,  the  Fund is  now to  be used to  encourage the  implemen-
tation  of  policies  that  will  give  manpower  the vocational  ski1ls  needed
!o  obtain  stable  eurployment and expand the  opportunities  for  emplo5rment.
The Fund is  helping  Eo finance vocational training  and guidance, recruit-
ment and lrages support,  socio-occupational integration  as  part  of  geo-
graphical  nobility  and technical  services  and consulEancy designed to
create more jobs.3.
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The beneficiaries of  efforts  subsidized by the Fund come under three
headings:
l.  The under-25s whofind it  particularLy  hard to obtain work because
they are untrained or because their training is  inadequate;
The following  people aged 25 or  over:  the  unemployed or  those at
risk  of  unemployment,  rtomen wishing to  return  to  paid employment,
the  handicapped  aspiring  to  be an integral  part  of  the  working
world,  immigrant workers, and people employed in  snalL and medium-
sized undertakings who need to  retrain  as a result  of  the intro-
duction of  new infornaEion technology;
Those who are to work as trainers, vocational guidance experEs or
placement officers.
Since the resources available fa11 far  short of  the applications for
financial support, on 22 December 1983 the Commission drew up guidelines
for  the admi-nistration of  the Fund, setting out an order of priority  for
I
applicaEions - .
Three principles  have been taken as guidelines  for  the administraEion of
the Fund:
in  its  support,  the Fund is  to  concentrate on action  in  favour of
the  under-25s (752 of  all  its  resources) and in  favour of  eurploy-
ment in  disadvantaged regions;
priority  is  to  be given to  action  reflecting  Comunity objectives
in  the  matter  of  employment and vocational  training:  vocational
training  in  nelt  information  technology,  the  campaign against
unemployment, the  advancement of  equality  for  vtomen, the  inte-
gration  of  the handicapped, alternance training,  the integration  of
immigrant workers  and  their  farnilies,  Community policy  on  the
labour market;
priority  is  to  be given  to  action  of  an  innovatory nature  under
action  programmes decided on by the Council that  contribute  towards
the developmenr of  Member States'  policies  and practices.
In  combining these three  principles,  the  guidelines  give  priority  to  a
broad range of  efforts  in  priority  regions  and a  narrower series  of
actions  outside  those  regions.  In  this  waY, the  Commission qan work
towards a  few rrsupraregional'r  Community  objectives  such as the promotion
of positive  action for  ltomen.
Comnission guidelines for  the nanagement of  the European Social Fund
for financial years 1984 to 1986, Comrnission of the European
Communities, COM(83)711  fina1.
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31. Ie the policy being lmrsued by the Europern cmrnity  in  the ficld
of  education end vocational treining having eny iqract  on equal
oplnrtunities?
The resolution  of  the Council of  Education Ministers  of  9 February L976
enbodies the  Community's  resolve  to  make its  policy  in  the  field  ot
education an instrument for  the achievement of  equal opportunities.
The resolution  inspiring  the Comrnissionrs efforts  states that:
rrThe achievement of  equal opportunities  with  a view to  fu11
access to  all  forms of  education is  an essenEiaL aim of  the
education policies  of  all  Meurber States,  and its  importance
must be  emphasized in  liaison  with  oEher policies  of  an
economic and social  nature in  order to  achieve equal oPPor-
tunities  in  society.rl
In  1977, the  Commission launched a four  yeaf prograume on the transition
of  young people from school to  working life'.  Although one of  the  themes
nas the  advancement of  equal opportunities  for  girls,  none of  the  Pro-
jects  proposed took such an objective  as its  specific  ain.  This aspect of
the programmes rdas, however, taken into  account in  work on and assessment
of  the projects.  A Cournunity seminar was held  in  Luxembourg in  May 1979
on the  subject of  the preparation of  girls  for  working life.  One of  the
programme evaluation reports  rras on |tgirls  and the  transition  to  workrr.
In  its  conclusions, it  stressed the  special  difficulties  encountered by
girls  and women in  negotiating  that  transition,  pointing  out that  certain
measures seemed likely  to  extend the  range of  opportunies for  women and
should be brought into  being on a wider scale.
In  its  resolution of  L2 July  1982, the Council of  Education Ministers
adopted a second programme of pilot  projects for  1983 to 1985, bearing in
mind these conclusions and recommendations'.
Under the  second programme,  priority
tion  of  girls  in  pilot  projects  to
them access to vocational training  and
was given to  the  active  participa-
help  them to  acquire ski1ls  giving
a wider range of  careers.
With the  aim of  viewing the  lessons of  these pilot  schemes against  the
broader  political  setting  and  organizing  an  intensive  exchange of
experience acquired in  the  course of  the projects,  the Commission ca1led
on a team of  experts and a network of  national  political  coordinators set
up for  this  programme. In view of  the importance of  the subject of  rrEqual
Opportunitiesrr, an expert from this  team rf,as appoinEed to  study all  the
different  aspects.
Resolution  of  the Council and the Minisrers
within  the Council. 13 December 1976.
Education meeting
Resolution of the Council and the Ministers of Education meeting
within the Council, 12 July 1982, regarding measures with a view to
inproving the preparation of young people for working life  and
facilitating  the transition from education to working 1ife,
OJ C 193, 28 JuLy 1982.
of1)
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Finally,  the Qsrnmission  was urged to take actioq to promote equal oppor-
tunities  by the resolution of  L9 September  1983' on the introduction of
ners infornation technologies in education. The aim of this resolution ltas
to  promote the  exchange of  information on  experience acquired by
educational systems in  Member States with  the  introduction of  young
people to  nerf, technologies, especially the pooling of  information on
strategies  leading to  broader participation  by  girls  in  school and
learning activities  affected by new inforuration technology.
In  order  to  achieve the objectives  set  out  in  these resolutions  and make
education an  instrument  for  more enlightened attitudes,  the  Commission
also worked on a series  of  actions  designed to  end the  stereotyped ideas
we retain  on the respective roles  of  men and women in  society.
Actions designed to  cover the widest possible field  of  application,
Conmunity-wide or within  a local  authority  area. In  this  spirit,  the
Commissio4 has produced two studies.  One is  on the inage of  women in
education'.  It  is  a  summary of  research undertaken in  Community
countries  on sexist  stereotypes in  school textbooks aod an analysis
of  their  findings.  Based on a field  survey, this  report  also makes
proposals on alternatives  to  the customary stereotypes and proposes
an educational model for  teaching staff  and the  authors of  text-
books. The report  sets  out  its  conclusions as material  that  can be
used by the Corrmission in  encouraging  fresh effort.
The second report  examines the  educational  system in  Ireland,  a
country which  is  a  special acase in  that  desegregation is  not  an
official  tenet  of  education".  This  was a  subject  that  ca1ls  for
investigation,  especial.ly as views on the need for  desegregation are
now being questioned in  certain  quarters.
The Commission relies  on the  support of  the nedia in  achieving its
ain of naking the widest possible public  aware of  the problem.
The Connission has asked the European School Television Committee to
produce a film  on rrchoosing oners adult  life  at  the age of  tent'.  It
is  to  show various  occupations and should help  boys and girls  to
view  the  choice  of  a  career  without  being  influenced  by  sexist
considerations.
Resolution of the Council and the Ministers of Education meeting
within  the Council, 13 December L976, on measures relating  to  the
introduction of new information technology in education.
'rThe inage of  women in  the  educational contextrr, Jeanine Terneu-
Evrard, Brigitte Evrard, October 1983. Report to be published
by the Comission.
I'Institutionalised  Sex Differences in Subject Choices and Examination
Peformances in Irish  Post Primary School-srr, Employment Equality
Agency, Junc 1983.
2)3)
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Action to  promote the direct  involvement of  children in  Comunity
thinking on equality.  The Commission has proposed the  thene of
"equalityl  for  the  1984-85 competition for  the European Day for
Schools. A1l. pupils fron l0  Eo 2O wiLl be invited to subrnit an essay
on the future of  boys and girls  in  Europe, to  be judged by age
grouPs.
In the field  of vocatlonal. training., the European Conrmunity is  pursuing a
policy, mainly backed by two resolutions, which is  also having an impact
on the advancement of equalitY.
The resolution of  1l  July  1983 creaLes a  general framework for  tl*
development of  European policy  on vocational training  for  the  1980s-.
Seen as an instrument for  an active enployment policy and as a means of
giving young people a realistic  preparation for  working life  and adult
responsibil.ities, vocational training  poJ.icies are also envisaged as an
rrinstrument for  the promotion of  equal opportunities for  all  workers in
their  access to  the labour market and the exercise of  various occupa-
tional activitiesr'.
With this  in nind, the resolution calls  on Member S,tates to take stePs to
,rencourage lromen to  participate more in  training  that will  facilitate
their  access to  ekil.1ed jobs, in particular to occupations in which they
are under-representedrr.  The Commission is  ca1led on to  implemenE action
that will  help to  desegrate the labour market, by planning pilot  schemes
that wi11, by inproviding basic job skiLls,  improve Ehe employment Pros-
pects of  ltomen workers at  risk  of  unemplo;rment, as well  as projects
designed to provide more information on the training facilities  available
to  nomen, and a programme of  study visits  for  specialists in  vocational
tra ining.
The resolution of  2  June f983 concerns training  in  new information t
technologyz. It  staEes that  one of  the purposes of  such training is  Eo
promote equality of opportunity and calls  on Member States to include as
part of  their  vocational training policy the retraining and integration
of women at risk of losing their  jobs as a result of new technologies, or
rromen wishing to return to employment.
1  R"rol,rtion of the Council of 11 July 1983 corrcerning vocational
training poLicies in the European Corununity for the I980s,
OJ C 193, 20 July 1983.
Resolution of the Council of 2 June 1983 on measures rel'ating to
vocational training in new information technologies,
OJ C 166, 25 June 1983.-25-
32.  Apart frc  Gnieaion  action in  the fieldg  of vocatiooel training
and educetion, ntat  other types of  Goniesion intervention not
specificrlly  aeeociated vith  roren  heve an  iryaet  on  equal
opportunities?
In  many other fields,  the  Courmission has forwarded proposals on the
advancement of  equality to the Council. In particular,  it  has drawn up a
draft  recomrendation on reducing and reorganizing working time, e  com-
munication on the employment of  young people and the development of  loca1
initiative,  and finally  a Commission cor4p.unication  on fenale unemployment
to  the Standing Committee on Enployrentl. Following a brief  presentation
of  the  nature of  womenrs work, this  communicaEion  analyzes specific
aspects of  female employment. It  goes on to  set  out  a  typology of
policies  and measures to  combat female unemployment in  Europe and
evaluates their results.
Finally,  in  the broader context of  measures designed to stimulate econo-
nic revival and restore employment growth in general, the Conmission  has
proposed guidelines to combat womenrs unemployment.
The principles underlying the campaign are:
womenrs right  to  economic independence, especialJ.y in  a period of
reces sion;
the development of  positive discrimination as a strategy that nay
help to improve job prospects;
the integration of Conmunity policy objectives;
the  incorporation of  all  these principles  into  action at  every
leve1.
Of  the  measures suggested in  the  Commission com-unication,  some ate
designed to promote equality in
job creation and recruitment,
training, vocational guidance and placement,
daEa compilation  and the pooling of experience,
supporting  measures:
infornation campaigns and the devetopment of social
infras t ruc ture .
;- '  l{omen's unemployment  in the Community, Commission of the European
Comunities,  COM (83) 653 final.
(s)33.
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that  is  the  Buropean Gentre for  the  Develolrent of  Yocrtionel
rreining (cBDEroP)?
Created in  19751, CEDEFOP has the following tasks:
(1)  rrto  assist  Ehe Comrnission by  contributing  its  scientific  and
technical  activities  towards the  implementation of  a  common
vocational training policy";
Q)
(3)
(4)
rrto contribute to the development  and coordination of research";
rrto promote the exchange of infornation and experiencerr;
rrto establish a  selective documentation service with  regard to
current data, recent deveLopments, research and vocational training
structuresrr;
rrto disseminate useful information and docunentationrr;
rrto  facilitate  concerted action  in  solving vocational training
problems" g
rrto provide a meeting place for interested partiesrr.
(s)
(6)
(7)
34. Eos did CEITEFOP start  to pay epecial attention to Ehe problers faced
by rolen?
Sine the start of its  work in  1976, CEDEFOP has devoted special attention
to the specific difficulties  arising in women's vocational Eraining. Its
objective in  this  field  is  to promote the vocational advancernent  of girls
and women and to  increase their  chancefof access to the labour markeE by
creating new training opportunities.
With this  objective  in  nind,  in  September  1977 CEDEFOP held a seminar on
equality  of  opportunity  and vocational  training.  Among the  seminar con-
cLusions  and  recomrendations were  research,  the  conpilation  and
dissemination of  information  on  innovatory  action  in  this  field,  the
encouragement of  experimental programmes  and action  to  change girls'  and
women's attitudes  and broaden the choice of  careers oPen to  them.
Further infornation from CEDEFOP,  U,rrrd"". tt""  ZZ, r"tf i"  iS.-27-
35.  frat  action hes been taten  by  CEDEFOP to  lnrblicize  innovatory
vocetional training progranee?
In  pursuance of  its  mandate, in  1978-79 CEDEFOP embdrked on a survey of
innovatory vocational training and guidance schemes for women in the nine
Member States.
A national report has been drawn up on each of  these nine surveys and is
avaiLable in  the original  language. A summary report and an index of  the
experiments (published in  the six European Community languages) gives an
overview of the findings.
To highlight  the  link  between equal
employment and  advancement,  CEDEFOP
vocational  guidance and training  for
placement speciaLists.
opportunities, innovatory training,
has held a  seminar on education,
women for  professional  advisers and
To supplement  this  information,  CEDEFOP has produced a  general interest
booklet  for  distribution  to  the  public  describing  the  most significant
aspects  of  the  innovaEory projecEs  surveyed in  its  survey  on  'rnew
perspectives for  womenrr. -
35.  flhat  incentive hes  CEITEFOP provided for  innoyetory vocational
trainiag progreree?
To ensure that  experinents in  vocational training  are translated into
widespread practice, CEDEFOP  sounded out firms that rnight inplement nelt
projects; 27 programmes for  the vocational advancement of  women Ehrough
training  lcere drawn up,  covering seven countries -  Belgium, Dermark,
France, Germany, Italy,  the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. This
project has now bern completed and the results are available.
CEDEFOP has also expanded its  work in two specific fields:
it  has produced a report on the skills  and training needs of spouses
who help in sma1l and medium-sized  undertakingsl
it  has produced a report on information technology and the training
of  skilled  manporrer in  the service sector. The report embodies the
findings  of  an analysis of  the  literature  on  the  subject and
interviews with experts in the United Kingdom, France and Germany.
Apply to CEDEFOP,  Bundesallee  22, BerLin 15.-28-
38.  Eho providee inforratioa for tccn  and hor?
The European Conmission could not itself  provide infornation directly  to
the  139 nillion  women in  the  European Co"-unity; as  is  obvious, it
reaches wonen through the press and women's organizetions.
It  was in  fact at the request of representatives of women's organizations
that the European Commission set up a working unit within the Directorate
General for  Infornation with  the responsibility of  inforning the press
and womenrs groups. This lras the start  of  e pennanent dialogue through
which the  Comission learns about rilomen t s  aspirations, makes its  own
guidelines and policies known, shows precisely  how European integra-
tion  wiLl  benefit  its  nomen citizens  and promotes the  widespread
circulation of ideas and infornation among organizations and countries.
The unit  responsible for  press information and womenr s  organizations
achieves these objectives in various ways:
(l)  it  publishes rrWomen of  Europerr, a bi-nonthly magazine produced in
seven Languages for all  the lromen (and all  the nen) actively working
for women;
Women of Europe furnishes three types of information:
on the  aspects of  EEC policy  that  most affect  women; for
example, in  the  ten  issues pubLished in  1982-83, rrlfomen of
Europerr regul.arly reported on  the  work of  the  European
Parliament and the Committee of  Inquiry into  the sit,uation of
women in Europe;
on  the  changing status  of  lilomen in
legislation of the ten EEC countries;
on  the  activities  of  national  and
associations, each working in  its  oltn
and for Europe.
the  institutions  and
international  womenr s
way for  ltomenr s  starus
(2)  the unit  also publishes supplements on EEC policies  of  specific
concern to women. In  1982-83, it  published five  special iseues on
the status of  women in  Spain and Portugal respectively, statistics
on nomen, the action programme for  equal opPortunities, Corn-unity
law and lromen and wooen in agriculture;
(3)  it  encourages, participates in and sometimes contributes financially
towards discussions,  seminars, training courses, etc.,  arranged by
lromenrs groups on EEC themes.
For  example, it  arranged the  first  European colloquium of
wonents associations in  Bonn in  l{ay 1982, the aim being to
introduce the Action Programme for  EquaL Opportunities and -ake
a  prel-iminary contact  between those associations and  the
Co'rmittee of Inquiry;-29-
rt  has cooperated with the womenrs committee in the committee of
Professional  Agricultural  Organizations  in  the  European
community on a  colloquium in  Grado in  November LgBz, which
discussed steps to  be taken at  national and European tevel to
improve the lega1 and sociaL status of women farmers;
rt  has arranged a European colloquiun of women erected to  local
government: Pisa in  rtaly  nas the venue for  a neeting of  150
women Local government officials  held on 22 to 25 November l9g3
to  discuss equal opportunities,  employment, peace and the
European elections;
rt  has organized seminars for  portuguese and spanish rromen in
the period leading up to  their  countries' membership of  the
community (in  Lisbon in  March L982 and in  Madrid in  November
1983 ) .
(4)  The unit  produces audiovisual information on the subject of  'rwomen in the European Conrmunitytt:
It  has ereated en audiovisual dossier on rrnomen in  the European
Communityrr to  be used by the organizers of  meetings of  riloments
groups. This dossier consists of  a  set of  50 colour slides,  a
recorded cassette and an organizer)s guide. The French prototype
is  almost ready and it  is  to be followed by versions in  the six
other languages.
It  has produced a publicity  leaflet  for wide-scale distribution at
exhibitions and events attended by the public at large.
(5)  It  conducts opinion surveys for  comparative  research on ments and
womenrs attitudes  to  certain  problems in  society,  such as  the
changing status of  ltomen, lromen et  work and enployment questions,
womenrs involvement in society and politics  and general attitudes to
Europe and the European elections.
38.  Ehrt sere the fiodinga of  opinion surre5rs cnissioued  by the unit
responaible for solenrs organizetione  end the press?
As of  this  date, there have been four najor surveys on opinions relating
to the status of women in society and changes in that status.
Surveys nere conducted in  1975, L977 and 1983 on changes in  European
behaviour and attitudes towards the status of women in society.
A survey in 1980 related to ltonenrs perception of discrinination at work.
The first  survey marked International. Womenrs Year and was conducted in
lray 1975.-30-
The survey covered 9,500 people, both men and ltomen, aged 15 pnd over.
The findings lrere enbodied in a report published in December 7975'.
In  view of  the  interest  aroused by  this  first  survey, the  European
Conrmission decided to  embark upon further research at  the end of  L977.
The ain was three-fold:
( 1)
o)
(3)
to  find  out  whether attitudes  to  the  woment s  and/or feminist
movement had changed between I975 and 1977;
to  look more closely at a nunber of questions such as the effecEs
of  ltomenrs employment on the formation and development of  their
socio-political attitudes  ;
and, in  the  run-up to
Parl.iament, to  identify
actively in the event.
the  direct  elections  to  the  European
the  women likely  to  participate  more
The second survey was based on a sample of  91000 people of  15 oor over,  es
before. A report  on its  findings was published in  February 1979'.
The 1975 and 1977 surveys contributed a  great  deal of  interesting
infornation, the most important items being summarized as follows:
( r) Between 1975 and  L977,  the  debate on  woments status  had  noE
increased in  importance in  European public  opinion.  rrlt  may bertt
as  stated  in  the  conclusions to  the  1979 report,  rrthat  growing
concern with  other  issues,  such as inflation  and unemployment,  has
darnpened the  interest  beginning to  be  shown in  the  question  of
nomen's rights.r'  It  may also  be  that  rrthe  public  has  to  some
extent  gronn accustomed  to  the  changes in  law, attitudes,  customs
and  ways of  tal-king  about  the  issue  and  is  therefore  less
inclined  to  think  about a problem supposedly being dealt withrr.
Q)  The  tlro  surveys conducted in  L975 and  1977 revealed  a  broad
sini}arity  in  the replies  given to  men and women to  most subject5,
the most narked exception being thaE women rtere far  more in  favour
of women working, as evidenced in  both surveys.
(3)  Fina1ly,  the  1977 survey  disclosed  that  a  relatively  large
proportion  of  rdomen aspired  to  greater  participation  in  society
and  politics.  It  also  showed that  their  actual  participation
lagged far behind their aspirations.
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In  1980, a third  survey was conducLed on woments'perception of  discri-
mination in  ernployment, at  the request of the Ad Hoc Cormittee on Women's
Rights in  European Parliament. It  covered nomen in  paid employment  and
Iilas designed to  find  out how they san themselves and their  position by
comparison with their male coLleagues.
The survey was carried out on women
they perceived their  olrn situation
co I leagues .
in  paid employment to find out how
by  comparison with  that  of  male
The surveyrs main findings related to  the perception of  differences in
eight  respects:  recruitment,  promotion, training,  wages, bonuses,
holidays, retirement and tax.  It  is  of interest that  I3"/. of  the group of
Itomen in  paid employment had suffered from discrinination or  felt  that
Itomen rtere at a disadvantage by comparison with men in  most respects in
their  own workplace. An equivalent  number of  women had noE been on the
receiving end of discriurination themselves but thoughE that women nere at
a disadvantage in most respects. The remainder -  the largest group -  said
they had found no differences  between men and women at  work. At  first
sight this  finding nay be surprising, but the reasons may be that about
one third  of  the ltomen worked in  public sector jobs where there is  far
less  discrinination,  and that  meny of  them worked in  all-female
environment and had no experience of competing with nale wage-earners.
Women who saw themseLves as being at  a disadvantage felt  that  this  arose
mainly  in  pay,  followed  by  promotion and  then  by  opportunities  for
further  training.
The survey also established that women in paid employment  whose imrnediate
superiors lrere women lrere less 1ikely to  feel  discrininated  against in
the workplace, whatever the sex of their  colleagues.
It  seems that the perception of  discrimination  depends on psychological
factors:  the rtomen conplaining most of  discrinination were widows and
divorcees and those with fornaL diplomas and higher education.
In  the spring of  1983, in view of  changing economic conditions and after
severat years of  work to  achieve equal opportunities,  the  Commission
decided to pursue its  research programme by carrying out a fourth opinion
poll  under exactly the same conditions as the two surveys undertaken in
I975 and L975. The findings of  the  latest  survey pointed to  certain
interesting conclusions.-32-
European thinking has changed by  comparison with  1975 in  that  less
importance is  attached to  the  problern of  the  position of  women in
society.
At the same time, there is  less prejudice as to male and female roles and
far less marked discrimination in attitudes.
It  is  clear that there is widespread recognition of the Legitinacy of  the
desire for  equality but not much support for organized woments liberation
movements or their  efforts,  among either men or women. The movements are
generally approved when they seem to  achieve true equality et  work or
equality  of  opporEunity to  rise  to  positions of  responsibility  in
poLiticaL parties, but seven interviewees out of  ten disapproved of  any
attempt to bring about a radical. change in society.
In theory at  least, Europeans norr appear to be in general agreement as to
the principle of equal-ity for men and women in three sp'heres; at work, in
political  involvement and in  non-differentiation of  roles  within  the
farnily. In practice, however, what progress has been made?
1.  EquaLity in the workplace
Thirty per cent of  the women stated that they were married and not
in paid employment.
Three main factors may explain this  lower rate of  employment  anong
married nomen: faurily responsibilities  connected with young chi1dre4,
their own preferences and their husbands I preferences.
On the subject of whether nomen preferred not to work, half of those
without a job said that they regretted this  fact.  In  the Light of
the survey, it  seems that the feeling of  frustration at not having
paid employment  is  one of  the reasons why the problen of  womenrs
status is seen as so important.
Regarding the  preferences expressed by men, there lrere few who
supported the traditional  pattern (297"), but when questioned as to
the situation in  their  onn homes 522 said they would prefer their
wives not to have jobs.
Women in  paid employment said they were just  as motivated in  their
work as men but they derived less satisfaction fron it.  It  seems
that their  situation lras less satisfacEory  .in terms of the range of
jobs to which they couLd aspire, pay promotion and job security.-33-
One notable  f act  rdas that  a  large  rna jority  of  men and rromen in
Europe agreed that  in  periods of  high  unemployment a man has more
right  to  work than a lroman (602 of  men and 597( of  women), although
this  priority  did  not  gain universal  acceptance, since fewer young
people of  both  sexes or  rromen with  a  higher  leve1 of  education
agreed with  the proposition.
2.  !gg!:91pg!ion  in  social  and_political  affairs
Despite the  general opinion that  nomen now have just  as much right
to  be involved  in  politics  as  men, the  level  of  participation  in
everyday life  is  far  lower than that  of  men.
We should not,  however, rush to  Ehe conclusion that  women lag behind
men in  the socio-political  sphere, since:
Even among men, the younger they are the less close do they feel  to
any political  party.  In  other  words, there  is  a general move away
from'tpoliticians'  politics".
Women, especially  younger wonen, ate  more concerned with  other
controversial  topics  -  for  example, the major social  issues -  than
with politics  in  the strict  sense of  the word.
Finally,  there  is  a propensity among women -  and this  is  probably a
nen trend  -  to  opt  for  a  different  form of  political  involvement:
street  demonstrations  .
As  of  this  time,  then,  it  seems that  women'S  interest  in  "public
affairs'r  is  taking  new  forms  that  represent  a  departure  from  the
traditional  model of  political  participation.
Women continue  Eo feel  that  they  should  take  parE  in  the  electoral
system. The percentage of  women voEing in  parliamentary elections  is  very
close  to  the  percentage of  men. In  the  case of  European elections,
despite  the  fact  that  they  are  poorly  informed on European Parliament,
almosE as many lromen stated  that  they  intended to  vote  (5I"/", compared
wl-th 55% among men).
1)
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39.  thet does the Bureen for Questions affectiirg llmnrg  Erployrent do?
Set up in  L976, the Bureaurs terms of  reference are broad: ir  helps the
European Coumission to achieve its  own mandate by inplenenting Comunity
decisions, ensuring that they are applied and, when necessary, proposing
new decisions.
In  helping to  translate  EEC Directive  76/207 into  practice,  for  instance,
the  Bureau draws up  progress reports  on  its  implementation and also
prepares  infringement  proceedings by  which  the  Connission ca1ls  t.he
}lember States to  order  (see question 17 and the  questions that  fo11ow).
Another of  the  Bureaurs tasks  is  to  keep a  close  watch on  Connuni.ty
legislation  affecting  womenrs enployment. lt  is  the  body that  ProPoses
and  defends  proposals  for  lega1  instruments  and  various  Cournunity
measures to promote egual opportunities.
The Bureau also  represents the  Commission in  coordinating  the  positions
of  the  ten  Member States in  dealing with  the many international  agencies
concerned with  womenrs employment,  such as  the  OECD, Council of  Europe
and the  United Nations (including  its  International  Labour Office).  As
part  of  these duEies, it  is  preparing  the  European Cormunity position
with  a view Eo the United Nations conference that  is  Eo close the  Decade
f or l{omen in  1985.
In  addition  to  this  work on statutory  regulaEions, the  Bureau is  active
in  the  operational  field.  It  has  a  watching brief  over  the  European
Social  Fundrs activities  affecEing lromen (see question  29).  The Bureau
also  takes part  in  research and study arranged by the European Centre for
the Development of Vocational Training  (CEDEFOP, based in  Berlin).
The Bureau has a  small budget to  support womenrs employment projecEs of
an original  kind  brought into  being by national  womenrs organizations or
centres.  It  takes  part  in  seminars and discussions at  European leve1
associaEed with equal opportunities  for  women.
Within  the  Commission, the  Bureau is  the  inter-departmental coordinaEing
body on all  specific  aspects of  Community  policies  affecting  ttomen (such
as  vocational  training,  employment  policy,  including  young people's
employment, the adaptation of working hours and local  ventures).
The Bureau is  nolr concentrating  on  the  New Action  Programme for  the
pronotion of  equal opportunities.  It  is  conducting a series of  research to
pave the  nay for  Comnunity efforts  to  formulate  legal  instruments,  the
supervision and monitoring of  existing  instruments  and the  incentivation
of positive  discrimination.-35-
40. f,ov did  thc  Xen Gmnity  Action Prograre on the Prorction of
Equal Olryortunities for Boren core into being?
To take stock of  past achievements and discuss future prospects, the
Cornmission organized a conference in Manchester in May 1980 which brought
together representatives-  of  national conmittees Tor woments employment
and equal opportunitiesl.  The conference highlighted the  fact  that
legislation  to  eliminate discrirnination is  only one step towards true
equality for  men and women in  their  working lives;  the  obstacles to
change are inherent in  systems linked with the Labour market such as the
apportionment of  fanily  responsibilities,  education and the  processes
whereby individuaLs learn to become members of society.
There is  an evident need for  new strategies for  action in  fields  noc
strictly  covered by the Treaties or where the Council has not expressed a
clear-cut political  regolve.
The New Action  Programre rras also  inspired  by the  demands formulated in
European Parliament's  resolution  of  1l  February 1981 on the position  of
women in  the  European Community,  ir  which  it  called  on  Comunity
institutions  to  intensiFy and broaden Cornmunity activity  in  this  area.
Several internationaL  bodies have drawn up progranmes that  bear witness
to  the same concerns.
Finally,  national  womenrs employment  or  equal opportunities  conmittees,
vromenr s associations and the Youth Forum of  the European Communities have
called  on  the  Courmission to  give  fresh  impetus to  its  work  on  the
promotion of  equal opportuniEies.
In  response to  these calls  and in  view of  economic and social  change, in
December f981  Ehe Commission approved a  New Action  Programme on  the
promotion of  equal opportunities  for  lromen in  1982-85, presented by Mr.
Richard,  Commissioner responsible  for  employment, social  affairs  and
educat ion.
4I.  Ehat attitude did the GotrnciL of finisters  edopt to the f,ev Action
Progrene?
In  a resolution .dated 12 July  L982, the Council gave its  view
Action Programmer.
It  undertook to  support action  along the  lines  defined by the
in  this  field.  In  its  explanatory memorandum,  it  stressed three
facEors:
on Ehe New
Commis s ion
important
still
time
the risk of  exacerbating the inequalities in  ernployurent that
exist in practice in the present crisis;
the  need to  press on with  and intensify  co"'nunity action  at  a
of  economic crisis;
the need to  acbieve equal opportunities  in  practice, in  particular
by means of positive action programmes.-36-
42,  nhlt specific action hee becn plenned under the f,en progr5ag?
The New Programne has taken as its  goal the achievement of  equality  by a
twofold  approach: reinforcing  individual  rights  and the  achievement of
equal opportunities  in  practice.
Eight actions are planned to reinforce individual rights.
Action l.  To reinforce and monitor
directives in  the ten Member States
tation  given to  Community measures
attention to indirect discrimination.
the practical  application of  the
,  their  progress and the interpre-
at  national leve1, with  particular
Action 2. To encourage workers to avail  rhemselves of  little  used means
in matters of equal treatment. of  redress
Action 3.  In  accordance with  Directive  76/I07,  to  revise  national  and
Community protective  legislation  with  a  view  to  abolishing  unjustified
protective  legislation  and to  promote equal standards of  protection  for
men and rromen.
Action 4.  To extend the  principle  of  equal  treatment to  occupational
social  security  schemes and to  social  security  sectors not now covered by
equality  legislation  or  where exceptions are made; and Eo revise  certain
traditional  concepts such as  the  ilhead-of-householdrr so  that  women are
equally entitled  to social  security  rights  on an individual  basis.
Action 5.  To apply
ltomen  and  lromen  ln
through  amendments to
the principle  of  equal
agriculture,  improving
civil,  commercial and tax
treatment to  self-employed
their  occupational  status
law.
indirectly  have an adverse AcEion 6.
effect  on
to  revise  income tax  systems which
rromenrs employment.Action 7.  To extend parental
the  same time to  build  up the
for  a more equitable sharing of
-37-
leave and leave for family reasons, and at
network of  public facilities  and services
parental responsibilities.
Action 8.  To  improve the
moLherhood while  abolishing
recruitment.
Eight  actions  are planned to  direct  the work
SEates towards achieving the goal of  equality
Action 9.  To  promote outline  legislation  at
furtherance of  positive  action  designed to  help
in non-traditional  sectors.
Action !0.  To  prepare tromen for  working
diversification  of  occupational choices for
nbew technologies,  in  particular by guidance
training.
Action IrL.  To rnake
career opportunities
protection  of  womeTl during  pregnancy and
discrinination  against  pregnant women in
the Connission and Member
pract ice.
national  leve1  for  the
women take up employment
life  by  promoting  the
women and their  mastery of
and initial  and continuing
of
in
girls,  their  fanilies  and schools aware of  the  nelt
to which they can aspire.
Action 12.  To encourage
occupations and at  every
desegregation in  employment  in  all  sectors  and
level  of  the occupational hierarchy.
Action 13.  To assess progress towards equal treatment in  employment and
desegregation.
Action 14.  To promote the  right  of  immigrant ltomen to  equal access to
employment  and training.
4ggg4f  .  To encourage the sharing of  occupational,  fanily  and social
resposibilities  by men and rromen so that  lromen can Play a more active
role in the working norld and in political  and social life.
Action 16.  To  increase the  alrareness
positive aspects of womenrs integration
calling the traditional  sex-related roles
among the  general Public  of
into all  sectors of societY, thus
inEo question.-38-
43.  Ilhet  is  the  tireteble  for  the  irplrentation  of  thc  rerarrrea
planned?
Measures initiated  in  1982:
Actions 1, 3, 4,  5,  6,  7, 9,  l0  and 15
Measures initiated  frorn 1983 onward:
Actions 2,4,81  11, L2,13,  14r 15 and 16
44.  ftet  rre  the  respective  roler  of  Ehe Gcission  rnd  the  f,erber
States  in  irplarenting  the  objectives  defined  by  the  f,er
Prograre?
Member States are called upon to  embark on the following  ection:
the  creation  or  strengthening of  ad hoc  bodies to  promote nomenr s
employurent and equal opportunities;
the  establishment  of  a network for  the exchange of  information and for
consul-ration;
tueasures designed to  extend the  principle  of  equal treaEment and do
away with  the obstacles thaE stiLl  hamper its  applicaEion;
the  iurplementation of  legislation  on positive  action  and the promotion
of  new legislation;
the intensive dissemination  of  information;
setting  up service cooperat.ives, the provision  of  comsunity facilities
and services;
the compilation of  comparable data on lromenrs status;
the promotion of  study and research on the subject.
The  Commission will  support  Member States  in  their  efforts  by  con,-
centrating on the following measures:
setting  up and leading groups of  experts;
analysis  and  comparative  research  on  national  experience  and
situations  with  regard to  the action  Eo be taken to  clarify  Conurunity
guidelines;
the dissemination  of  information;
the preparation of  new Cornmunity lega1 instruments;
organizing  seminars;
support of  action  undertaken  in  Member States,  in  particular  through
the channel of  the European Social Fund and CEDEFOP;
the publication  of reports on survey findings.-39-
45.  that  nen body har  the Gorisgioa  set  up to  aid  it  in  its  task of
irplenenting  theXev Prograne?
Under the  New Action  Programme, the  Commission has decided to  set  up e
body with  the special  responsibility  of  helping it  to  fulf.il  its  task:  an
Advisory Committee on EquaI OpportuniEies for  Men and Wor"rrl.
The Committee has  20  members, mainly  the  representatives  of  national
conmittees on woments employment and equal opportunities.  Representatives
of  both sides of  industry attend meetings as observers.
Following  the  Manchester conference in  May 1.980, an  infornat  liaison
group had met regularly  to  advise the  Commission on equal opportunities.
This  group was the basis  for  the  formaLl-y structured Advisory Committee,
whose Eerms of  reference are:
to  assist  the Commission in  drawing up and implementing its  policy  on
the promotion of  employment  and equality  of  opportunities  for  women;
to  ensure the  continuous exchange of  information on experience gained
and measures undertaken in  Member States.
Being a consultative  body, it  gives its  views or  forwards reports  to  the
Commission at  the Commissionrs request or on its  own initiative.
46.  tlhat  progresa has  the  Gorission  already  -de  rith  the  actione
proposed under the lfes Progrne?
Action 1.  The gemmission has  set  uP a  grouP of  exPerEs to  define
indirect  discrimination.
Action 2.  The  Comnission is  conducting  comparative analysis  of
experience in  Member States.
Action 3.  Research has been completed.
The Advisory Comrnittee has forwarded its  view to  the effect
that  most protective  legislation  should be withdrawn.
The Commission  is  examining the  findings  in  the  light  of
directive  76/207.
Action 4.  Research conducted to  pave the  way for  a  legal  instrument
has been completed.  A draft  direcEive has been brought out
(see questions 47 and 48).
Action 5.  Research has been completed.
A  draft  directive  has  been forwarded to  the  Council  of
Ministers.
Action 5.  An analysis has been completed.
The Comnission is  to  Eake appropriate steps in  the light  of
its  conclusions.
1  Decision of  the Commission of  9 December 1981, oJ L 20/35-40-
Action 7.  A draft directive has been forwarded to the Council.
Research on  community amenities and services has  been
completed.
Action 8.  The Corrnission has embarked on comparative analysis.
Action 9.  An analysis has been completed.
The Advisory Commirtee hoped to  draw up a  Courmunity lega1
instrument along the  lines  suggested by the  New Progremme.
I{ith  this  in  nind,  the  Commission held  a seminar to  bring
the  matter  to  the  attention  of  political  decision-
makers in  September 1983.
A draft  Council recommendation is  now being drawn up.
$&glq.  Research is  under way to  investigate  the  impact of  nelt
technology on womenrs employment  and their  training  needs.
The Commission  has given its  support to  various measures in
this  fieLd.
Action_!].  A group of  experts has been set  up with  the  priority  task
of  providing  information on careers accessible to  women in
the light  of  the introduction  of  new technology.
The  Advisory  Committee is  contributing  guidelines  on
desirable action.
49!fg!_12.  Research/action  in  the banking rdorld has been completed and
a seminar held to resent its  findings.
The Commission is  supporting action  in  banking along these
1ines.
The Commission has  also  allocated  budgetary resources to
support the formation of  cooperatives.
Finally,  comparative research on desegregation  in  the civil
service and the opportunities  for  the promotion of  equality
there has been completed.
Action 13.  A group of  experts has been set up.
Action 14.  Research on lega1 measures and administrative  practices  has
begun.
CEDEFOP is  undertaking  comparative  analysis  of  training
action  and  is  evaluating  training  programmes (including
language  programmes).
Action 15.  Research is  under way.
Action 15.  Two reports  have been initiated,  one on the  image of  women
in  the media, the other on t.he position  of  women working in
the media.2.
3.
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thet  rrc  thc  htett  lcgal  inrtrurents  to  supple'-ent exieting
Buropeen lcgisletion on eqnrlity for ren end sorcn?
On 29 April  1983, the Commission  forwarded a draft  directive to
the Council of  Ministers on implenenting the principle of  equal
treatment for  men and women in  occupaEional social  security
schemes.
Ot 22 November 1983, t1tg f,emmission  forwarded a draft directive on
parental leave and leave for  faniLy reasons to  the Council of
Ministers.
On 15 March 1984, the Co'nmission  sent the Council of Ministers  a
proposal for  a directive on the application of  the principle of
equal treatment for  men and rtomen in  self-employed occupations,
including  ggricuLture, and on protection during pregnancy  and
rnaternity.
Ihat ficldr  ere covered by there dreft directivec?
Directive  on  applying the  principle
occupational social security schemes.
of  egual  treatment  to
The draft  directive  goes further  towards applying the principle
of  equal treatment in  matters of  social  security  as set  out  in
directive  79.7 ,  in  that  it  extends it  to  occupational  schemes,
to  include:
schemes based on colLective  labour  egreements applying to  a
company or  to  one or nrore branches of  an occupation;
company schemes, set  up  or  planned unilaterally  by  the
employer for  its  work force  or  certain  categories of  its  work
force;
schemes set  up  by  the  representatives  of  an  occupation
engaged in  non-saleried  work  (craftsmen,  the  professions 
'
etc. ) .
Directive  on parental leave and leave for  fanily  reasons.
The  directive  defines  parental  leave  and  leave  for  fanily
reasons which, within  the meaning of  directive  76/207, form part
of  the working conditions  in which there must be equal treatment
for  male and female rtorkers.
parental  leave  is  the  right  to  take  time  off  for  a  specified
period  when a  chiLd  is  born  (or  adopted). It  should be taken
aftet  the  end of  maternity  leave  (or,  if  the  child  is  being
adopted, leave granted to  settle  the  child  in  the  fanily),  and
before  the  child  reaches the  age of  2  (ot  5  in  the  case of  a
handicapped or  adopted child).  Leave for  fanily  reasons is  a
right  to  take tine  off  for  a short period to  attend to  emergency
situations  arising  in  the home.3.
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The right  to parental leave and Leave for fanily  reesons applies
to  both the public and the private sectors and to  part-time
workers.
The draft directive includes measures relating to parental leave
-  the  forn  of  leave,  its  duration and the  retention  of
accumulated rights,  the guarantee of returning to a job,  etc. -
as well as measures relating to leave for fanily  reasons such as
the nature of  energencies, whether or not the leave should be
paid and its  duration.
Directive on rrEqual treatment for self-employed womenrl
The purpose of  the proposal is  to  give women actively Parti-
cipating in  a  farnily business the  right  to  an occupational
stetus (such as the right  to  be their  husbandst professional
partners or  to  empLoyee sLetus) or  to  give certain rights  to
self-enployed  lromen (rights  to  social  security on their  own
account, vocational training and professionel representation).
It  also provides for  the protection of  women in  Ehe event of
preganancy and maternity by  the  provision  of  replacenent
services or  indernnities (social  security  or  other  forms of
public social protection).
49.  flhet is European Parlioent  doing for saen?
At  the time of  the first  European elections, the proportion of  ltomen
elected to European Parliament was remarkably large, with enough women  Eo
form a  political  group in  their  oriln right  had they wished. European
Parliament is  now one of  the democratic institutions  with  the highest
percentage of  female representation,  one Member of ParliamenE out of  six
being a woman.
This meant that Parliament has paid far  more attention to the status of
rromen. In  the course of  debates, for  example, Parliament has called for
more resources to  be  allocated to  departments within  the  European
Com-ission concerned with somen's issues. It  also insisted on e woman
finally  being appointed to the Comnission, and urged that more women be
taken on  as  senior  official.s  in  the  adninistration  of  Conmunity
institut.ions (not  only the European Con-ission buE also the Court of
Justice,  Council of  Ministers, Economic and Social Conmittee and the
Court of Accounts).
In  the period Leading up to the United Nations world conference on women
(in  Copenhagen in  JuLy 1980), European Parlianent approved a  motion
tabled by Suzanne Dekker on behalf of the Social Affairs Coromittee.
The resolution called for  a  general effort  to  inform women and for
various reports to  the  European Conmission on health protection and
social  security,  the  labour market, the  occupational, pey and social
status of singLe lromen and women heads of households, etc.-43-
Ihe Connission was also asked to present a report on the legal status of
women in countries applying for membership  of the Conmunity.
A najor debate tok place in  the spring of  198I. To pave the way for  the
debate, Parliament had decided to set up an
Ad Hoc Cornnittee on Wonen's Righgg
chaired by Yvette Roudy. The Conmitteefs report, drafted by Johanna Maij-
Weggen, was based on meetings with woments organizations, personal case
histories  recounted at  public hearings, J.etters received, reports drawn
up by the European Conmission,  etc.
In  its  concern for  clear  and comprehensive information, the Ad lloc
Connittee on Women's Rights launched a survey conducted by the European
Comission on nomenrs perception of discrirnination  at workl, as well as a
survey in  press organizations on the status of  information concerning
women.
In February, the public galleries of European Parliament  were packed with
representatives of woments organizations and journalists from the ldomen:s
press who had come to hear the debate. The very high calibre contribu-
tions to  the debate concluded with a vote in  favour of the Committee's
resolution.  Its  nain  points  concerned the  practical  application of
Community directives,  improved economic and social  participation  for
women, in  particular  by adapting to  the changes brought about by the
introduction of  nen technology, the formulation of  a rrEuropean slatuterl
for  women working in  smaLl and medium-sized undertakings and special help
for women in developing natiorr"2.
The Ad lloc gommittee completed its  mandate on 8 July 1981. On the same
day, European Parliament decided to set up a Conmittee of Inquiry on the
Situation of l{omen in  Europe, with a watching brief  over the implementa-
tion of action called for  in the February 1981 resolution. That Committee
completed its  mandate on 17 January 1984.
See Supplement 5  to  rrWomen of  Europerr, rtEuropean l{omen in  Paid
Employnentrr.
The record of  the debate and the fulL  text  of  the reso lution  ltere
printed in 'rWomen of Europerr, issue L9/8L.
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50. Ehet ns  the Gnittee  of  Inquiryre rendete and rtat  resulte  es
it  echieved?
The Co'nmittee of  Inquiry, chaired by l,Iaria Lisa Cinciari Rodano, is  the
first  such body to be set up by European Parliament. Its  terus of  refer.-
ence were:
to  ensure
resolution
possible;
to monitor
as a result
that  the guidelines adopted by European ParLiament in  its
of  1t  February 1981 are  being adopted as  quickly  ets
changes in the status of women in Member States, especially
of the implementation of Comunity directives.
The inquiry  is  broken down into  18 themes, with  each of  the  l8  Conmittee
members taking  responsibility  for  one of  those themes, i.".  the  appli-
cation  of  the  first  two directives,  status  of  rhe  inplementation  of  the
third  directive,  the  situation  of  nomen in  Greece, changes in  working
hours,  vocational  training,  new technologies and their  consequences to
women's employment, action  planned under  the  European Social  Fund,
health,  women immigrants, women in  fanily  businesses, the status of  women
in  Community institutions,  women of  the  Third  World,  informaEion,
parentaL leave and social  services,  tax,  rromen in  disadvantaged regions.
education and women in  decision-making centres.
In  carrying out  its  nission,  the Conmittee has established  a good working
relationship  with  the  Commission, Council,  Advisory  Cornmittee on Equal
Opportunities and other European Coumunity bodies.
Its  work so far  has included the following.
1.  The Conurittee of Inquiry has given several formal opinions:
on the Communityts New Action Programme on Equal Opportunities for
Women, 1982-85, in  a report  passed by an almost unanimous vote  of
Parliament on 12 l4ay L982;
on the reform of  the Regional Fund, proposing amendments that  take
more account of  the situation  of  women; Parliament took this  as a
broad basis for  its  adoption of  an opinion on the proposed  amend-
ment to the Fund regulations submitted by the Conrnission;
on the proposed directive  on voluntary parE-time work, in  a report
drawn up for  the Committee of  Social Affairs  and Enployment;
on the revision of  the Social Fund, stressing the need for  main-
taining a chapter of  the Fund devoted to special intervention  for
Itomen;2.
3.
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on the proposed directive on temporary work;
on the draft resolution on vocationaL training policies in the EEC
for  the 1980s and on the draft resolution relating to measures for
voational training in new information technologies;
on the draft  directive relating to the inplernentation of the prin-
ciple of equal treatment in occupational social security schemes.
Under the budget procedure for  financial year 1983, it  succeeded in
persuading European Parliament to  vote on 16 December L982 for
amendments on:  specific inforrnation for ltomen;
action by the Social Fund in favour of womenl
implementation of the new action progranme.
It  has arranged public hearings
in Athens, in Septenber 1982, on the situation of women in Greece,
in  Rome, in  November 1982, on the situation of women in  the Third
I{or ld ,
in  Luxembourg, in  April  1983, on the  education and vocational
training of women.
It  has completed its  18 reports inquiring into  the situation  of
nomen in Europe. In the light  of fhe conclusions arrived at by these
18 reports, it  has drawn up an important proposal for a resolution
on the action to  be taken and expanded in  order to  achieve equal
opportunities for men and women. The Committee of Inquiry arrived at
a twofold conclusion in  the course of  its  work: that the Community
bodies had talien practical action on very few of the measures called
for  by European Parliament in  its  resolution of  11 February 198I;
and that,  due to the inpact of the economic crisis,  the situation of
women deteriorated between 198f and 1984, placing at  risk  the
achievements of the 1970s in the field  of equal rights.
On l7  January 1984, Parliament debated this  proposed resolution.  The
very  lively  discussions led  to  a vote  for  nost of  the measures  set
out  irr  the  proposal.  From now oD,  the  European  Comrnunity is  to
direct  its  efforts  on  behalf  of  ltomen towards  the  following
objec t ives :
upholding and expanding equal opportunities,
upholding and expanding  womenrs employment;
equal responsibilities  for  men and women iu  political,  cuLtural,
social  and family  life;
greater public  altareness of  womenrs rights,
the rights  of  imnigrant women'
lromen and development  poLicy,
the situation  of nomen in  Co'nmunity institutions.
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